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INTRODUCTION

“A vision for Lärandets torg,

Lärandets torg (hard with English translation, perhaps ‘Agora of Learning’) is a vision of 
Hammarkullen as a node of education and research. It has been developed recent years by 
a network of actors around the square – Folkets Hus, Folkhögskolan i Angered, Centrum för 
Urbana Studier, the Library and Göteborgslokaler. Now they have just managed to get funding 
for a prestudy on how the vision could be concretized. Your task will be to look at previous 
proposals around the square, evaluate them in connection to the Lärandets Torg vision, and 
to propose a synthesis of how the vision could be could take physical form. The proposal will 
include analysis, programme and an overview plan for the area around the square. Optionally, 
it will also include more detailed drawings of new buildings or redesign of existing. You will have 

to bring in different local stakeholders as well as the public in the work.”

Our work takes part in the ’Lärandets Torg vision’ which is essentially a network 
of local stakeholders (associations, public organizations and universities) working 
together to develop meeting places for education, cultural practitioners and local 
businesses. The goal is mainly to make the education system more accessible, to 
improve the local environment and strengthen the community life. This was the 
starting point of our project.

A few months ago, a pre-study was ordered on how this vision could be concretized. 
Therefore, we decided to follow this process closely and to design a spatial proposal 
linked to this vision that could be used for discussion between the different stakeholders. 
This proposal focuses on the need for a new community center, thought as a node 
between inhabitants, local associations, the university and the city.

After a few meetings and after reviewing previous student work dealing with 
Hammarkulletorget and local associations, we realized that our proposal should be 
in some ways more ambitious to reach the ambition of the ‘Lärandets Torg vision’ 
and give an outlook of what Hammarkulletorget could look like in the future thanks 
to a vision like this one. Nonetheless, to be as realistic and useful as possible, this 
proposal also had to give an answer to the current needs expressed by each of the 
stakeholders involved.

Outline                                             Official assignment

We chose this challenging topic because we were curious to work on a concrete 
project along with professionals.  We liked the idea of synthesizing previous work in 
order to design a realistic proposal for the Lärandets Torg vision but from an outside 
perspective as we have not been working in Hammarkullen for a long period.

Working with a complex environment and incorporating various demands and 
expectations was interesting because it meant that we needed to work with a “social 
approach”: interviewing local stakeholders, thinking about connexions between people 
and working with public spaces before working with buildings.

From the early beginning, we intended to visualize a positive future for this area from 
a fresh student point of view.

Personal Interest                                     
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CORE OF THE PROJECT
The final product of our project is to design a new community center in 
Hammarkullentorget. The goals that we are seeking to achieve are to develop: 

     A community center thought as a node between inhabitants, local associations, 
the university and the city (see picture)

    Tools to help the stakeholders elaborate a collective project

  An ambitious proposal with a long term perspective



PROCESS OVERVIEW

Analysis of the existing situation

Analysis of reference projects

Meetings with local stakeholders

Design proposal

Timeline

1  Review of official documents
2  Review of previous student work
3  Urban analysis

1  Selection of relevant examples
2  Analysis
3  Study visit in Backa

1  Face to face meetings
2  Synthesis regarding 
  - collaborations between stakeholders
  - spatial needs and connexions
  - identity of the commiunity center
X  Workshop on the community center and its identity
  - cancelled

1 Design of the community center based on interviews
  - shape, functions, approximate surface area
2 Design of a more ambitious project
3 Design of outdoor & indoor public spaces
4 Link between the detailed plan of our project and the     
   reference projects we looked into

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

We had around six weeks to complete our work. The first 4 weeks 
we analysed the site we were working with, tried to understand 
the social and urban dynamics and looked into reference projects. 
The last 2 weeks we finally proposed a design proposal for the 
area and prepared the exhibition.
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CONTEXT

Hammarkullen

90 000 inhabitants live in Northeastern Göteborg. This area consists in 
several districts including the Angered district in which Hammarkullen 
is located. Nearly 8,000 residents live there.

Hammarkullen was built through the Swedish Million Program : an Act 
of Parliament was passed in 1964 that one million dwellings would be 
built during the period between 1965 and 1974. It has been built in 
accordance with the planning principles of the functionalist movement. 

Hammarkullen is representative of what is commonly refered to as the 
“suburbs”:  concrete estates segregated  from the city centers where 
lies a vibrant community spirit and cultural wealth.

The square

Hammarkullen’s main square open onto the only tram stop, 
was built in 1971 and then rebuilt in 1997. Besides its role 
as a public spade, it now offers the following services to the 
inhabitants:

- a library  and  the citizens’ office 
- Folkets Hus
- an employment agency (Vidare Bemanning)
- a butcher’s shop
- a grocery shop and a convenience store
- a pizzeria
- a housing company Bostadsbolaget office 
- a retirement home Hammarhus äldreboende
- etc…

JENS S JENSEN: Boy on the Wall, Hammarkullen, Gothenburg. 1973

People in large-scale 
concrete estates was a 

great source of inspiration 
for some photographers

Hammarkullen is well-know 
for his carnival.

http://www.kanarieliv.se/2012/05/hammarkullekarnevalen-goteborg.html

Some educational institutions are also located there such as 
Folkhögskolan i Angered or the Centre for Urban studies- 
a joint venture between University of Gothenburg and 
Chalmers University of Technology. 

One can  also notice that a small swimming bath 
(Hammarbadet) and the youth local recreation centre  - 
Mixgården - lie adjacent to the square. Moreover, an 
elementary school, a kindergarten and music premises 
(used by an association called El Sistema) can be found 
close to this.

The tram is the simplest way to reach Hammarkullen. It 
only takes 15 minutes from the city center.

1
2

3

Google Earth



CONTEXT

Inventory of the services around the square
Google Earth

#62A
6th floor

Red cottage

Small 
cottage

Former shop
Inventory of the empty facilities
around the square

Panorama view from point 1 (see previous picture)

Panorama view from point 2

Panorama view from point 3

1

2

3



CONTEXT

Program for Urban Development of  Hammarkullen

Source: PROGRAM FÖR STADSUTVECKLING I HAMMARKULLEN. 
In: Göteborgs Stad: Vision Angered [online]. Stadsbyggnadskontoret: Göteborgs stad, 
2009 [cit. 2012-12-31]. 

Available on: 
<http://goteborg.se/wps/wcm/connect/a161be80421bf6a48e5e9fd1f8fd91fe/
P r o g r a m _ H a m m a r k u l l e n . p d f ? M O D = A J P E R E S & C O N V E R T _
TO=URL&CACHEID=a161be80421bf6a48e5e9fd1f8fd91fe>

Urban analysis of Hammarkullen Development opportunities 

Our conclusions

- The square is acknowledged as the heart of Hammarkullen by the 
city authority

- Densification shall be encouraged

- The development of new inner roads will make the square more 
accessible by bus and by car

- The unsafety feeling appears in parking lots, in the “backside” of 
the buildings and the pathways accessible to mopeds

- However, developing inner roads, especially the one parallel to 
Bredfjällsgatan would weaken the connection between the square. 
and the elementary school, the kindergarten and El sistema (the 
music association).



KEVIN LYNCH ANALYSIS

Conclusion

- The square is the heart of Hammarkullen and a landmark for the inhabitants because 
services are concentrated there

- Two nodes balance the center of Hammarkullen :  the pedestrian square open onto  
the tram station and Hammarparken, and another node with direct access to the 
main roads and bus stops on the other side of the square

- Today, the square is considered to be unsafe and undefined

- Both parking lots are underused

What to do ?
- Create a new landmark that will improve the image of Hammarkulletorget and 
attract investors

- Make the edges around the square more lively to improve the quality of the square

- Make the hill more attractive

- Reorganise the parking lots to make them safer
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PREVIOUS PROJECTS

The square and the community life in Hammarkullen have been a 
great object of study for Chalmers’ architecture students over the 
past few years. 

Therefore, before working on our project, we decided that it was 
important to avoid over questioning inhabitants and associations and 
rather review what have been highlighted in all the previous projects 
through interviews, workshops and analysis.

Here are the projects and the specific elements we used either in 
the analysis part or in the design part of our work.



PREVIOUS PROJECTS

N. Ghalali, V. Sabouri, H. Sandberg, A. Starke, 2010

Shops & Companies

Movement
analysis

“[...] make the square a place where you 
not only pass, but stay and spend time.”

“We suggest that the square surface is 
activated by a stage and a [...] colorful 

playground with an urban theme, 
something different from what already 

exist.”

“ it would be great to be able to buy 
a coffee in the new café and sit down 

chatting while the children play”

Square/ design proposal, p41

A. Bernath, M. Ngundo, A. Peterson, N. Sherafat, 2010

Hammarkullenstationen
“People’s wishes in this area vary from 
adding different kinds of art and music, 
trash bins, greenery, more benches and 
information about Hammarkullen. Some 

people also want a cafeteria connected to 
the square, i.e. somewhere to sit and eat. A 

bus line is also wished for [...].”

About the square, p.16

Tram Station/
design proposal“area of conflicts, smells, 

unsafety and noise”



PREVIOUS PROJECTS

K. Berggren, M. Börjesson, K. A. Kadede, F. Skarp, 2010
Hammarkulletorget 62 A & B

“All activities in the building should aim to 
become more visible and available to the 

community”

“The house should bring people together 
in every way imaginable, it should be filled 
with people of all ages, men and women 

from different cultures and interest”

“The house should be the natural place to 
turn to for help, support and inspiration”

“The building should be a central point in 
Hammarkullen, and work as an engine for the 

development of the area”

About the #62 B
& Community life, p39

E. Berglind, A. Lestari Putri, C. Rossing, S. Svensson, 2011
Re-Imagine Hammarkullen

Various spatial 
analysis

 E. Axelsson, S. Fast, M. Fratica, C. Gustrin, 2011
Plus Plus Square

“A flexible building that includes [...] 
everyone where meetings is the key to have 

a well functioning local community”

“ [...] collaborations and meetings can be 
facilitated through common areas and 

premises [to achieve] social sutainability”

“An important aim [...] is to keep and 
support the positive identity and to 

strengthen the associations”

“We see the building as a positive addition 
to the square which will [...] increase the 

feeling of safety”

Vision for 
the “Square Building”, p34



REFERENCE PROJECTS

After reviewing official documents and previous student projects 
dealing with Hammarkullen, we looked into several examples of 
successful cultural and community centers throughout the world to 
get some inspiration and understand how and why they work well.

We selected many of the reference projects on Internet at various 
stages of the analytical work mostly from places we have been to 
before.  We also visited Backa and their kulturhus. 

These study cases helped us to reflect upon community and cultural 
centers in order to see what could be done in Hammarkullen.  



REFERENCES

Open-Air-Library Magdeburg (Germany), 2009.

The residents of a socially depressed neighbourhood have 
organised a collect and now share books in an open-air library 
that they have constructed, after a participative process, with 
prefabricated pieces from a demolished building.

The library was designed by KARO* with Architektur+Netzwerkin. 
The suburb faces social problems, like a high unemployment rate 
and poor qualiy of public facilities. Residents of the neighbourhood 

organized this solidarity movement themselves.  At first, they 
made a 1:1 scale model from beer crates and organzed a poetry 
festival to put the proposal to the test. This initiative helped to 

achieve the necessary funding from the Federal Government to 
construct the facility of the new library. Unfortunately, the project 
was terminated due to vandalism.

Why  This project is based on a succesful public participatory process in suburban neighbourhood. it is low-cost in maintenance and act as a multifuctional meeting place.



REFERENCES

Sendaï Media Center Sendaï (Japan), 2001 - Toyo Ito 

Architecture
The Media Center is a 6 floor building located in 
Japan.  The six steel-ribbed floors appear to float 
in the air, supported by thirteen vertical columns. 

The mediatheque design is based on three key 
principles : visibility, tranparency and an organic 
inspiration. The 13 columns are said to be 
“comparable to large trees in a forest, and function 
as light shafts as well as storage, [...] networks and 
systems” (Sveiven, 2011).

Ground Floor
Upon approaching the Sendai Mediatheque, the 
public is led into the double height hall through 
large panels of glass. This open square includes a 
cafe and community space capable of supporting 
film screenings and other events.

Urban inclusion
The tree-like nature of the metal columns of the 
Mediatheque are continuous with the natural 
surroundings of the area, as the design is found 
on a street lined with trees. The building changes 
along with the seasons, reflecting the summer 
greenery and the winter snow.

Documentary
A 26 minute documentary was made on this 
project in 2005. Realised by a French movie 
maker named Richard Copans, this documentary 
is entitled “Architectures : la médiathèque de 
Sendaï“. 

Talking about the indoor public space in this 
documentary, Toyo Ito states that:

“The ground floor, a seven meter high glazed 
area, access is from all sides, this is for general 
traffic and a meeting place. They are in the 

building but they can enjoy the city as if they were 
into the street. This is a public space. In fine weather, 
the feeling of being in an outside square becomes 
reality. Facing the tree along the avenue, the facade 
articulated in 8 large panels can completely withdraw 
onto itself.
The line between the street and the ground floor of 
the building blurs, making it difficult to distinghish the 
outside from the inside, the architecture fades away.”

Why  

- Architecture based on transparency 

- Indoor meeting place open to the outside

- Almost no physical barrier inside and a lot of 
flexibility given thanks to moving walls

- A lot of cultural activities

© Toyo Ito

© Archienvironnement

© Flickr - username: yisris



REFERENCES

Functions

- The first floor, usually called “Open Plaza”, contains the 
reception, a café and a book store (selling books and 
newspapers).

- The second floor hosts the children’s library, a reading area, 
open-access computers, the administration and information 
desk. It is a wide open space, defined only by the furniture. 
An interesting aspect is the separation between the reading 
area and the administration materialized by a translucent 
curtain, almost like a floating wall.

- On the third and fourth floors are the library and the 
reading rooms. Let’s specify that the fourth floor is actually 
a mezzanine and not a complete storey.

- The fifth and sixth floors are exhibition galleries used 
by the citizens of Sendai. Mobile rectilinear panels can be 
accommodated to the needs of the exhibition. This is an 
obvious reference to the sliding doors of classic Japanese 
architecture. 

- On the seventh floor, there is a theater (which can be 
used as a conference room or a cinema), and meeting 
rooms, all wrapped in a curvilinear mat glazed wall called 
the “membrane”.  One can also mention that there is a 
“media area” where anyone can listen to music or watch 
movies. 

First Floor 
courtesy of Sendai Mediatheque

Seventh floor
courtesy of Sendai Mediatheque

Fourth Floor 
courtesy of Sendai Mediatheque

First Floor 
courtesy of Sendai Mediatheque

Moving walls 
courtesy of Sendai Mediatheque



REFERENCES

Community Center Zimmern, (Germany), 2005 - Ecker Architekten

Why This is a relevant scale for Hammarkullen, considering the use of a multi-purpose hall and 
the care given to ensure the visibily of the activities.

Ground floor plan

The 1,100 sqm community center is composed of a hall, a youth 
club, offices for local officials, and the town doctor. The main hall 
hosts cultural events, sports events and seasonal festivals. With 
a stage and a technical room, it can countain 500 people. It is 
open to the outside and the corridors so that any activity cam 
be visible.
Lights next to the entrance are turned on for events to show that 
there is something happening inside the community centerto the 
whole neighborhood.

North facade with the hall An overview of the hall from the upper corridor The hall hosts sports events



REFERENCES

Centre Georges Pompidou Paris (France), 1977 - R. Rogers & R. Piano

Why  

- A building creating a landmark, 

- The gathering of different cultural actors within one 
building to enable cooperation and the participation of a 
large public, 

- A vibrant square usually crowded,

- The inner public space exhibits the life of the city and 
erase any barrier between inside and outside.

The Centre Georges Pompidou is a contemporary and modern 
art center where the fine arts meet books, design, music and 
cinema. 

It gathers in one place :
- a modern art museum (15 000 m2), 
- temporary exhibition galleries (5 200m2)
- a public library with multi-media facilities (10 400m2)
- a center for contemporary music and a design center.
- two cinema rooms, a representation room and a conference 
room
- kids rooms
- a book shop, a design shop and a restaurant
The concept behind this building is to attract a broad public 
and to encourage participation between different activities. It is 
relevant to notice that the CGP became the third most visited 
building in France after the Musee du Louvre and the Eiffel Tower 
(16 776 pople per day in average in 2006).

Art in the public space The building create an urban place

The oudoor forecourt enter the building



REFERENCES

Hamilton Grange Teen Center  Harlem, New York (USA).

The Youth Center dedicated to teens was opened in 2012. The 
space of 400m2 offers an open, socially-instigating, technology-
rich environment that attracts and engages neighborhood youth. 

Conceived as a single, light-filled space with multiple zones 
that encourages small group socialization, the Center’s spaces 
are shaped by two elements, a 20m2 diameter “Media Window 

Display” and terraces.  The open-top glass enclosure becomes 
the performative heart of the space. It is relevant to notice that 
the sound does not spread thanks to special speakers.

Why  This youth center combines music rehearsal space, a stage, leisure activities, a library, study rooms and IT facilities in one and only open space.

Terraces for sitting could also serve as an auditorium. Music rehearsal room with open top is soundproofed.



REFERENCES

Music rehearsal room with open top is soundproofed.

Hangout space and performance spaceDirect sound with no acoustic barries
teens visible through glass

computers

library

auditorium / hangout space

stage/ 
hangout space

music rehearsal room

se
rv

ic
e

study room

snack and chat

lounge corner

A model



REFERENCES

Backa Göteborg - Norra Hisingen (Sweden).

 

Selma Lagerlöfs Torg 

We visited Selma Lagerlöfs Torg in Backa on the19th October 
2012.  This is a vibrant area with shops and public services such 
as a library, a school, a kindergarten, a cultural center etc. 

This part of Backa was built in 1971 and is situated right next 
to the E6 road.The main shopping street links the bus stop to a 
small square called Selma Lagerlöfs Torg. It is relevant to say that 
this pedestrian street is the lively centrality of the area. There are 
some small squares for people to gather serving as social arenas. 
In the second square, there is an “exercise space” for adults 

and an outdoor stage.  There is also a dialogue office managed 
by the city of Gothenburg in partnership with different public 
organizations - such as the police - where citizens can ask about 
their daily issues. This center also exhibits the design proposals 
recently made by professionals  regarding the redevelopment of 
Selma Lagerlöfs Torg. 

Why  It is a lively commercial street with shops, public services and a stage/amphitheatre in front of the kulturhus. 

the shopping street social arenas A square with a stage for performances in front of the Backa Kulturhus.



REFERENCES

Backa Göteborg - Norra Hisingen (Sweden).

 

Kulturhus

An improvised second-hand shop in the lobby Theater in the kulturhus used for actplaying A spacious multipurpose room

A cultural house, called Backa Kulturhus, can also be found in 
the small square at Selma Lagerlöfs Torg.  The building - mainly 
used by children and seniors - attracts about 300 people on 
a daily basis. There, children and teenagers can learn a lot and 

have acting or dancing lessons.  Other activities offered cover a 
wide spectrum from sport classes, theater, dancing (ballet), art 
exhibitions and a café.  Elderly can join a broad range of activites 
as well,  like exercises or knitting. The hallways are used as a 

exhibition space giving a joyful and artistic athmosphere to the 
building. The cafeteria is used as the main meeting place where 
youth can play games or work on computer.

Why  This cultural center acts as a meeting place for the residents and offers activites for different age groups



REFERENCES

 

Kulturhus

1st floor plan

Poster of Backa Festivalen Cafeteria is a main meeting place Corridor serves as an exhibiton space Music rehearsal room could be booked Poster of Backa Festivalen

On the ground floor, there is only a reption and a meeting room 
that is used by seniors for knitting.
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MEETINGS

Lärandets Torg vision in Hammarkullen

Music Art

Youth center

Library

Dialogue

Business

bigger, interactive,multimedia

rehearsal, performance, education

gather, study, timebanking,

café, dancing
interactive public space

studios, exhibition,professionalize

Konsthall - link to city center

universities, Folkets hus,

urban development

small retail,

second hand

Community center

Meeting place

What?

Goals:

S

How?

Workshop:

New community center for education, associations, cultural practitioners, social economy and

public  actors in Lärandets Torg in Hammarkullen.

trenghten the community life and create social arenas. Help .

Make the educational system more accessible to the inhabitants of Hammarkullen (Göteborgs

universitet, Chalmers, college, cultural activities …).

The combination of education and associations to encourage social development and political

awareness

Put in value and promote local culture and improve the image of suburbs.

A hub for knowledge in social sustainability (social practitioners meet professionals in urban

development)

Understand expectations towards the future in Hammarkullen and a possible collective project.

Design a new facility using a co-operative design through a participatory workshop.

�

�

�

�

�

associations to work more efficiently

“Co-design”:share concrete ideas,then propose a spatial synthesis.

On what conditions would stakeholders be able to work together and share common spaces ?

In a second phase, we realised that the main sources of relevant and up-to-date 
information were representatives of the municipality, housing companies and above all 
local associations. Therefore, we decided to schedule as many face to face meetings as 
possible with those key stakeholders.

The aim of these meetings was to:
- Review the needs in terms of facility
- Understand their expectations towards the future in Hammarkullen and a possible 
collective project

We asked them about:
- Past and current work of the association
- Facilities used and needed
- Cooperation with other associations 
- Possibly shared facilities 
- Identity of the new community center

Proceedings: 
 
In the beginning of each meetings, we used a ‘Meeting hand-in’ (see picture below, on the left) 
to briefly introduce ourselves and present our work as students. The interviewees were able to 
keep this project summary after the meetings in case they had further questions or wanted to 
contact us. 

We used another tool to help us conduct the meetings:  a ‘web of stakeholders’ as we called 
it (see picture below). This web helped them to think about their current collaborations with 
other stakeholders and about potential new connections. The idea was to make them think 
about themselves as a component of a collective project and not as an isolated entity anymore. 
Some stakeholders even began to draw on the paper. For instance, Kertin Wennergren, from 
Folkets Hus, showed us how she wanted the community center to operate, as you can see on 
the web below.  That’s why we think that we should have left more space next to the web to 
allow spontaneous reactions. 

After reviewing all the notes taken during those meetings, we synthesized the content of those 
interviews into three different conclusions: collaborations, spatial connections and identity.

We have met:
- Sofia Emanuelsson, coordinator of the feasibility study about the 
  Lärandets Torg vision
- Wenche Lerme,  Angereds Stadsdelsförvaltning, Göteborgs Stad
- Ulrika Evenås, district manager of Göteborgs Lokaler
- Robert Bengtsson, district manager of Bostadsbolaget
- Kerstin Wennergren, manager of Folkets Hus
- AnnMari Davidsson, head of Hammarkullens Bibliotek
- Ove Sernhede, manager of the Center for Urban Studies
- Markus Dahlén, teacher at El Sistema
- Gloria, manager of Hammarkullen 365
- Magdalena Djurachkovitch, former manager of Möteplatsen (association)

In addition, we visited  Mixgården during the course but we did not have 
the opportunity to schedule a face to face meeting with the manager.

Web filled in by Kerstin Wemmergren, Folkets HusMeeting hand-in



SOCIAL CONNECTIONS
During these meetings, we asked them about their current 
and potential connections with other stakeholders. As 
you can see, the results have turned out in a dense web 
of key associations in Hammarkullen.

   Our conclusions:

    Include more stakeholders in  
    the vision

    A lot of potentialities for future 
    cooperation

    Need for common spaces

Social mind map



SPATIAL CONNECTIONS Mind map of facility needs
In a second phase, the previous web helped us 
to develop a theoretical spatial scheme of facility 
needs expressed by stakeholders (see opposite 
scheme). We based our design proposal on this 
scheme, especially the needs and collaborations 
highlighted in it.

The main element of this scheme is the creation 
of 5 shared facilities open to everyone: an indoor 
meeting place, an exhibition area, a cafeteria, 
open access rooms to replace Möteplatsen and 
a conference room which can accommodate up 
to 600 people at a time (this room is designed 
to host different events such as seminars, artistic 
performances and concerts). Other partly shared 
facilities were also included in our reflections such 
as open access rehearsal rooms, a record room, a 
dance hall and study rooms.



IDENTITY

1/Holzman Moss Bottino Architecture-Center for the performing arts, 2/ Polshek Partnership Architects-Frank Sinatra school of the arts,  3/ Agents of change, 4/ Wingårdh Arkitektkontor, 5/ Carin Smut-Guga S‘thebe Arts, 6/ Luis Barragan-Casa Gilardi, 7/ Nb TEN Architectural-family centre, 8/ Treehotel

Identity
Quotes from our meetings“Something different”

1

“Fun, crazy, colorful”
4

“Involve people in the
creation to identify with it”

5

“Patterns from different countries”
Cosy

6

“Happy, smiling”
 “For children”

7

1/Holzman Moss Bottino Architecture-Center for the performing arts, 2/ Polshek Partnership Architects-Frank Sinatra school of the arts,  3/ Agents of change, 4/ Wingårdh Arkitektkontor, 5/ Carin Smut-Guga S‘thebe Arts, 6/ Luis Barragan-Casa Gilardi, 7/ Nb TEN Architectural-family centre, 8/ Treehotel

“A collective identity”

Open
2

“Increased visibility”

3

“Make arts visible”

“A Swedish touch”
8

Use glass windows
to increase visibility

Put sculptures,   
“expression walls” 
to paint and 
mosaic

Use warm colors 
to make the 
indoor space 
joyful and cosy

Link indoor and 
outdoor public 
space

Design criterias

Use interactive 
designs and multiply 
playgrounds to make 
it fun and modern

Elodie Benoit, Hélène Bourgeois, Marie Medunová, Design and Planning for Social Inclusion,  ARK323, Chalmers University of Technology, autumn 2012.

Another important output from those meetings has to do with Identity, 
specifically the identity of the community center at the heart of our project. 
Here you can see quotes from our interviews, quotes that we illustrated 
with reference photographs. These colorful pictures depict the atmosphere 
of the community center as a joyful, artistic, cozy and multicultural space. 

We then translated those elements into design criterias used in the final 
phase of the project.
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APPROACH

We chose to work with the social aspects first, then we worked 
with the public space and finally we worked on the building scale 
as you can see on the opposite scheme.

We started to think about what people want to see and feel  
like when they enter the square and how associations want to 
be visible from the street. This is how we drew the shape of our 
buildings and the design of public spaces. We worked all together 
around a table to brainstrom and exchange ideas as much as 
possible.

Then we had a similar approach with the building itself, the indoor 
meeting places, the connections between associations and the 
location of each function. We based the size of the building and 
of the different premises on the information gathered during 
meetings and the review of previous projects that we translated 
into a table of approximate surface area (see opposite table).

Indoor public/meeting space 200 m2 Double height
Conference/performance room 800 m2 600 (audience)+100(stage)+100(backstage) m2  - double height room
Café 50 m2

Exhibition room 10 m2 in the public space and a more intimate recess
Library 500 m2 1,5 times what they currently have

Mixgården 200 m2 less than what they have because some of their facilities are mutualized with other stakeholders
Record room 25 m2 next to the conference room + rehearsal rooms
Rehearsal rooms 32 m2 2x16 m2

FIA + Music college 900 m2 2 times what they currently have
Folkets hus 425 m2 What they currently have

Study rooms 30 m2 3x10 m2 (these are open-access room) situated inside the library + next to Mixgården
Multimedia room 50 m2 music available + open-access computer situated inside the library + next to Mixgården
Citizen office 20 m2 provide intimacy
Multi-purpose room 75 m2 3x25 m2 - these can be booked by anyone
Center for urban studies 300 m3 less than what they have because some of their facilities are mutualized with other stakeholders

TOTAL 3317 m2

Ground Floor

Upper Floor

Community center / Approximate surface area

Approach & Method

Approach & Method



APPROACH

Based on these interviews and research, we made a design proposal 
with a long term perspective for Hammarkullen. This proposal is 
more of a glimpse into a possible positive future for this area. 

Considering the situation and the progressive investments, we 
proposed to divide our proposal in three steps.

Investment
To trigger a positive change in Hammarkullen, a first impetus should 
be made thanks to municipal investment and academic involvement. 

In fact, considering the stigmatization of the area, the private sector is 
not likely to invest in Hammarkullen today. This is why it is so difficult 
for Göteborgs Lokäler to find a company willing to open a supermarket 
there. Moreover, if local associations would most likely welcome the 
development of Hammarkullentorget through the Lärandets Torg 
vision, they are not able to finance it themselves. Therefore, the only 
investors who could make the first step are the city of Gothenburg 
and the universities.
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Shops
Supermarket + shops
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HusSupermarket + shops
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now

future

C/ Community centerA/ Student housing 

Student housing
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D/ Conference Center

Student housing
3rd-7th floor

Shops
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Folkets 
Hus
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B/ Supermarket  

F/ Learning Platform 

Housing 
companies

Public service

 E/ Public Services  

Folkhögskolan i Angered

Folkets 
Hus Medborgarkontoret 

Bibliotek
Supermarket + shops

Carnival

Conference center
double floor

Student housing
3rd-7th floor

Shops

Shops
Housing 
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Bibliotek + 
Medborgarkontoret

Folkets Hus

Folkhögskolan
i Angered

CUS

Swimming pool

Mixgården

Swimming pool

Vidare 
Bemanning

Mixgården 
Vidare BemanningCUS

Medborgarkontoret 
Bibliotek

Mixgården 
Vidare BemanningCUS

Medborgarkontoret 
Bibliotek

Mixgården 
Vidare BemanningFIA

Hall

Hall

Housing 
companies

Public service

Swimming pool

Housing 
companies

Public service

 Function:
education
commercial
public
unchanged

Proposal of facilities development

TIMELINE
The first step of the proposal is to offer to the associations from the 
#62B building and other facilities the possibility to take part in the 
new community center. 

On the ground floor, one will find a lively meeting place with a café, 
Folkets Hus, the library and a theater with a removable partition. 

Then, the #62B will be refurbished to host student apartments 
resulting in a long-term investment. Thanks to the presence of 
students, it will become more interesting for private investors to 
open a supermarket in Hammarkullen and therefore revitalize the 
square. 

Moreover, necessary public services such as housing companies, a 
small police office and emergency ambulance will be established to 
reinstate trust between inhabitants and the welfare municipality.

 Function:
education
commercial
public
unchanged

Proposal of facilities development

Step 1

Now
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Proposal of facilities development

TIMELINE

The next step is the creation of a new building on the hill that 
would host a conference room and the carnival center, therefore 
creating a significant landmark. This facility would be a gate to 
attract people from the city center in Hammarkullen.

In the visionary third step, our proposal goes even further.  The 
investment in the new education building will be built over 
Hammarbadet. This learning platform, in which music and higher 
education will motivate youth in Hammarkullen, will connect El 
Sistema, the music faculty of GU and Music College – currently in 
Angered centrum - and support creativity in Hammarkullen.

 Function:
education
commercial
public
unchanged

Proposal of facilities development

Conclusion
These facilities, spread around the square, will be shared 
between users from different parts of Gothenburg 
and therefore will increase mutual respect and create 
possibilities for collaboration.

Step 2

Step 3



THE COMMUNITY CENTER

2nd floor

Folkhögskolan i Angered
rooftop classrooms

Center for Urban Studies 
Mixgården
Medborgarkontoret
Vidare Bemanning
Folkets Hus 

record room
common space
music rehearsal room
open access rooms
dance room

Hammarkulens Bibliotek
Folkets Hus

small conference rooms
(with removable partition) 
cafeteria & meeting place

1st floor

Ground floor



The new community center is designed to bring a sense of closure 
to the square. The diagonal position of the building gives a visual 
connection to the new meeting place in Hammarparken and let 
the square open enough to feel safe. Nowadays, the location of the 
community center building is a parking lot owned by Göteborgs 
lokaler. 

The building would create a more welcoming feeling when going 
out of the tram stop. The ground floor of the building is designed 
to be as much transparent as possible for several reasons. 
This solution would keep the visual connection between the 
square and the eastern side of the building where we propose 
a playground. Transparent and translucent walls are expected to 
be inviting when pedestrians would pass by. Enlightened interiors 
would also increase the feeling of security in the square. 

The ground floor center is designed as an open space offering a 
cafeteria, a space for temporary exhibitions, a stage for musicians 
or dancers and a meeting place for every age group. Hammarkullens 
Bibliotek is an attractive facility visited by people of all ages. 
That is why we kept this association on the ground floor of the 
building. Some magazines could be placed in the meeting place 
to be accessible to everyone. Large windows can be opened to 
link the library with the park and the terrace. Folkets Hus is also 
located on the ground and the first floor along the façade facing 
the square to be visible. 

The ground floor is structured around a two-storey hall/conference 
room that can be used for various kinds of performances. It can 
be divided into two smaller meeting rooms thanks to moving 
walls. After performances or meetings, guests would appreciate 
the cafeteria in the open space. The cafeteria is an important 
lively part of the open space visible from the outside in the winter 
season. On sunny days, visitors can enjoy the terrace open onto 
the square. 

On the first floor, one can find another semi-private space. 
Associations located around this space are:  Mixgården (Youth club), 

Vidare Bemanning (Employment agency), Medborgarkontoret 
(Citizen Office) and the Center for Urban studies. There are also 
open access rooms for rent, a dancing room and sound-proof 
music rehearsal rooms.

The whole third floor is dedicated to the Folkhögskolan i Angered. 
Part of this floor is not covered and can be used as outdoor 
classrooms. One of our ideas was to place an expression wall 
there where anyone could draw or write something.

THE COMMUNITY CENTER

ground floor 
of the community center

overview of the 
square



MORE DETAILS

Student housing
The 62B building would be converted in student apartments with common 
rooms in the former premises of Folkets Hus (1st floor). On the other 
hand, the ground floor of the building would house small local shops.  

Turning the 62B building into student housing is a suitable investment for 
several reasons. Knowing that students are willing to pay 4000-5000 SEK 
for a 1 room apartment, the housing company would probably be very 
interested in this option. Moreover, considering the housing shortage in 
the inner Göteborg, it would be easy to attract students in Hammarkullen. 

Students’ presence would have a positive impact because it will revitalize 
the square, attract private investors and probably force Trafikkontoret to 
improve the public transportation in Angered district. 

Public services building
There is a need today for premises providing 
basic citizen services in Hammarkullen. Therefore, 
necessary public services such as housing company 
offices, a small police office and emergency 
ambulance are an important part of our project. 

The dialogue and the feeling of trust between 
municipal housing companies and inhabitants must 
be strengthened. With that in mind, we think it 
is important for both of the municipal housing 
companies to have an office inside this building: 
Bostasbolaget and Göteborgslokaler (the latter 
does not have an office in Hammarkullen yet). 

Public space
The new design of the square is based on the expected 
flows of pedestrians. These flows define three main 
areas/nodes around: the supermarket building, the 
cafeteria terrace and the Student building. We mainly 
wanted to satisfy the need for sitting in this kind of 
public space and create a space where it feels nice to 
sit, stand or wait for someone. 

In front of the student building entrance, there is a 
small square with curved benches bended around a 
statue. We also propose outdoor tables in front of 
the cafeteria to create a terrace. Long benches can 
be another sitting possibility under the trees. Curved 
benches on the southern and sunny side of the market 
building provide an alternative for people – especially 
the elderly - who would like to chat and sit quietly. 

Long tables in front of the community center (in the 
inner corner of the square) can be used by bigger 
groups, e.g. outdoor fika in the sunlight. 

We propose to incorporate as much art as possible in 
the square. That is why we offer several possible places 
to exhibit statues made by local artists and support 
the collective identification with Hammarkullen.
Lamps would be placed frequently around and inside 
the square to avoid dark spots. The lightning should 
be rather indirect, for instance by lighting up the 
surroundings (the buildings or the greenery) instead 
of the walkways. There should be a special emphasis 
on the path along the hill where lamps should light up 
the rocks and the trees to create a nice atmosphere 
and provide a secure environment.

Step 1

Parking lots
The location of the community center and the public services 
building is on the plots of Göteborgs lokaler that serve as parking 
lots (approximately 120 parking spots). Nowadays, these parking lots 
are underused (only half of the spots are occupied in average) and 
considered to be unsafe.

The 120 parking spots destroyed - at the square and in front of 
Hammarbadet - are balanced by the creation of 60 new parking 
places behind our public services building (which match the current 
use of the parking lots). We have not proposed any underground 
parking for security reasons, but this solution could be possible as 
well if necessary. 

Another positive outcome from this design is the fact that reducing 
the size of the parking lot will eventually help to reduce the feeling 
of unsafety in the square. 

Streetview of the square



MORE DETAILS

Conference room & Carnival center
Gloria Esteban, the representative of Carnival 
Committee, expressed her wish to have a ‘carnival 
building’, a museum of the popular Hammarkullens 
Karneval. The carnival is a significant trademark of the 
suburb that annually attracts people from the inner 
city. Thus, we would like to promote this concept by 
creating a building with the two main elements that 
could attract city dwellers in Hammarkullen: the 
carnival museum and the conference room. 

In light of this fact, the building will be open onto 
the square to be visible and easily accessible. In 
addition, we propose to place this structure on 
the hill to highlight Hammarkullen’s landscape. 

The entrance floor (on the square level) 
will serve as the carnival museum and 
the upper floor will house the double 
height conference room that can accommodate up to 
600 guests and 150 performers (on stage) at the same 
time. An appropriate backstage and a record room 
would be required for different kinds of events like 
concerts and seminars. 

The conference center will offer pleasant views over 
Hammarkullen thanks to glassed walls. On the logistic 
level, the conference room can be delivered on the 
first floor, accessible from a southern entrance on 
Sandeslättsgatan.

Step 2 & Step 3

Sculpture park
The aim of this project is to promote local art and to enhance 
the quality of the environment in Hammarkullen. Statues, and 
benches will be spread along the paths on the hill. The lightning 
should be designed to avoid dark spots and oriented towards 
the surroundings to put in value the greenery and the statues.

Tram stop
We integrated a student project entitled Hållplatsen 
(Tram stop) in our proposal. The students redesigned 
the station.

In our proposal, the tram station will have two 
entrances and house a small convenience store. From 
the new entrance, people would arrive directly in the 
square. We wanted the new buildings to give them the 
feeling of “arriving somewhere”, in an important part 
of Hammarkullen. Entering the public space, they will 
see the students building and the pizzeria on their 
left. In front of them, there will be a vibrant shopping 
street and local shops. On their right, they will be 
welcome to have ‘fika’ at the outdoor cafeteria of the 
community center or see the carnival exhibition.

A second strong element of their project was to create 
a staircase in the south-west direction, connecting 
Sandeslättsgatan with the square. In our proposal, this 
staircase is intended to stretch along the façade of 
the “new tram station” and the conference center. 
The existing staircase should be kept and improved 
to decrease the feeling of insecurity. In addition, the 
station’s rooftop will be turned into a small public 
space where people can sit and have an overall view 
of the square.

The current elevator connecting the platforms with 
the hall of the tram station will be extended to the 
upper level in order to make the adjacent apartments 
more accessible for the disabled.

Learning platform
In the third step, we propose to invest in a new education building 
as a part of Lärandets Torg (Square of Learning). This learning 
platform is expected to create a second lower square. This new 
square will be devoted to youth and students so that they can 
mingle and share common experiences. On the southern side 
of this student square, we designed a wide staircase with trees 
and benches that connects the square with the market street. 
Next to the staircase, the delivery access for the 62A building 
situated on ground level has to be kept although it is only used 
twice a week.

Overview 
of the 
square 

from the 
tram stop



DETAILED PLAN

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
a) Miralles Tagliabue: Barcelona,  <architonic.com> 

b) F-J  Thorp: Community centre, Surry Hills, <fjmt.com.au>

1

1

VIBRANT COMMERCIAL STREET
Student project: Shops and companies, Hammarkullen, Chalmers, 2010

2

2

ART & EXPRESSION WALLS
a) Sebatien Welnak, b) Salon Marie Claire 
Idées 2011 <valkiwi08.canalblog.com>

3

3

LIVELY MEETING PLACES
R. Rogers, R. Piano: Centre Georges Pompidou

5

5

10

CONFERENCE ROOM
 Ecker Architekten: Community center, Zimmern, Germany

7

7

INTERACTIVE PLAYGROUND

STATUE PARK

b) St-art:  Living library, Strasbourg, 2012 (photograph: J-M 
Loos), c) Exhibition play, Manes, Prague, 2011, <ncvu.cz> 

Kronan sculpture park, Luleå, Sweden 

10



DETAILED PLAN

SAFE ATHMOSPHERE AT NIGHT
a) Landskab: Dan Turélls square, Vangede, Denmark, <1til1landskab.dk>, b) 
Soliled: Underpass, Krefeld, c) White Akitekter: Norra Biskopsgården, Göteborg

9

COLORFUL & INCLUSIVE DESIGN
Rice+Lipka Architects: Teen Center, Hamilton, USA, <ricelipka.com>

11

OPEN-AIR LIBRARY
KARO Architecten: Open Air Library, 
Magdeburg, Germany 

12

TRANSPARENCY4

Student project: Hållplatsen / Tram stop, Hammarkullen, Chalmers, 2010 
ARRIVAL IN HAMMARKULLEN6

Toyo ito: Sendai Media center,  <toyo-ito.co.jp> 

INTERACTIVE CARNIVAL EXHIBITION
J. Bocquet / Decalog: Cité de l’eau, Lyon, 2008, <decalog-grenoble.eu> 

8

4

6

9

11

12

8



BLOG &
EXHIBITION

Blogging1
Exhibition 2



http://larandetstorg.wordpress.com/

The blog was a good way for us to reach a large public by using 
an interactive platform.

BLOGGING

Inform them about us & our work

Inform them about our references



BLOGGING

Inform them about our progress

Invite them to our presentation



THE EXHIBITION

First of all, we made a folder to briefly explain our project. It was 
written both in English and in Swedish. Then, we had a series of 3 
A1 posters explaining the analysis part of our project, the design 
proposal and a detailed plan with references. 

We also had on the side a “reference booklet” gathering some 
analysis of community centers throughout the world that we 
conducted ourselves. This booklet was very successful and a lot 
of people took some time to have a closer look at it. 

Finally we made three boxes that we hung from the ceiling. Each 
box represented an important characteristic of our project: the 
first  box was the Community center, the second one was the 
Konferensrum & Karnival Center and the third one was the outdoor 
public spaces. Each side of the boxes was covered with a picture 
representing one distinctive feature of the building or the space 
related to the architecture or to the activities hosted.

On the side, we also hung “an expression wall” with a pen, stickers 
and some papers so that anyone could comment on our work. We 
had some interesting remarks, but it was not as succesful as we 
thought it would be, probably because it was quite intimidating to 
write something with other people around. Maybe using an idea 
box would have been better.

We had a public exhibition in the red cottage in front of 
the tram stop together with another student group. Our 
target group was mainly the stakeholders involved in our 
project. But in a second phase, this exhibition  was also an 
efficient means to reach the inhabitants.



FOLDER

The folder was 
designed as an A4 
landscape supposed 
to be folded into 3 
thirds. It is an efficent 
way to synthesize and 
easily communicate our 
project.



FOLDER



*

*

*

*

*

*

* Stakeholders 
we have met

ANALYSIS & REFERENCES

MEETINGS & TOOLS

THE FORMAL DEFINITION

Based on a network of local stakeholders: 

Folkets hus, Folkhögskolan, Centrum för Urbana Studier (Chalmers, Göteborg 
universitet), Göteborgs Stad SDF Angered, Utveckling Nordost AB, Förvaltnings AB, 
GöteborgsLokaler. 

THE STUDENT PROJECT

“Who do you collaborate with?
Can you imagine other potential collaborations?”

Our conclusions:

Include more stakeholders in the vision

A lot of potentialities for future cooperation

Need for common spaces

Social mind map

We built our project upon previous ambitious visions and projects for 
the area conducted by students and professionals.

SYNTHESIS 
OF PREVIOUS 

PROJECT

SPATIAL 
ANALYSIS

Analysis of movement and public space, location of associations to 
understand the living environment around Hammarkulle Torg.

REFERENCE 
PROJECTS

Analysis of successful examples of community center and libraries 
around the world ; study visits in Göteborg. 

Mind map of facility needs
“Which facilities do you use? 
What do you need? 
Wich facilities can you share with other stakeholders?”

Our conclusions:

The stakeholders and the inhabitants need more facilities

The community center should gather the shared facilities

  A community center thought as a node between inhabitants, local associations,      
the university and the city.

  Tools to help the stakeholders elaborate a collective project

  An ambitious proposal with a long term perspective

“To develop a meeting place for education, public actors, cultural practitioners, business 
and social economy.”

“To make the education system more accessible to the residents.”

LÄRANDETS TORG
Community Center in Hammarkullen

Elodie Benoit / Hélène Bourgeois / Marie Medunová, student project “Lärandets Torg : community center in Hammarkullen”, Design and Planning for Social Inclusion Course, teacher Pål Castell, Autumn 2012, Centrum för Urbana Studier, Chalmers Tekniska Högskola.

Community center´s identity

“Imagine a community center for Hammarkullen: how should 
it look like?”

We conclude on design criterias : 

Use glass windows to increase visibility

Link indoor and outdoor public space

Put sculptures, “expression walls” to paint and mosaic

Use warm colors to make the indoor space joyfull and 
cosy

Use interactive designs and multiply playgrounds to make 
it fun and modern

Which identity
for the meeting place
of Hammarkullen ?“Something different”

1

“Fun, crazy, colorful”
4

“Involve people in the
creation to identify with it”

5

“Patterns from different countries”
Cosy

6

“Happy, smiling”
 “For children”

7

“A collective identity”

Open
2

“Increased visibility”

3

“Make arts visible”

“A Swedish touch”
8

A collective project highlighting the diversity 
and cultural wealth of Hammarkullen to trigger 
a positive evolution for the area !

1/Holzman Moss Bottino Architecture-Center for the performing arts, 2/ Polshek Partnership Architects-Frank Sinatra school of the arts,  3/ Agents of change, 4/ Wingårdh Arkitektkontor, 5/ Carin Smut-Guga S‘thebe Arts, 6/ Luis Barragan-Casa Gilardi, 7/ Nb TEN Architectural-family centre, 8/ Treehotel
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first poster
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LÄRANDETS TORG VISION

P R O C E S S O R G A N I Z AT I O N  A R O U N D  T H E  S Q U A R E

COMMUNITY CENTER

 Facilities: 
for associations

available for associations
open to everyone

2nd floor
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rooftop classrooms
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 Function:
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Proposal of facilities development

second poster



COLORFUL & INCLUSIVE DESIGN

OPEN-AIR LIBRARY

INTERACTIVE CARNIVAL EXHIBITION SAFE & JOYFUL ATHMOSPHERE AT NIGHTCONFERENCE ROOM

VIBRANT COMMERCIAL STREET

LIVELY MEETING PLACES

LEARNING PLATFORMUNIVERSITY SQUARE

ART & EXPRESSION WALLS

INTERACTIVE PLAYGROUND

SCULPTURE PARK

a) Union Square, San Francisco, <kam.hubpages.com> 
b) Miralles Tagliabue: Barcelona,  <architonic.com> 

c) F-J  Thorp: Community centre, Surry Hills, <fjmt.com.au>

2) Student project: Shops and companies, Hammarkullen, Chalmers, 2010

a) Sebatien Welnak, b) Salon Marie Claire Idées 2011 <valkiwi08.
canalblog.com>, c) Before I die wall in Burgundy, <oswegonian.com>

4) Toyo ito: Sendai Media center,  <toyo-ito.co.jp> 

a) KARO Architecten: Open Air Library, 
Magdeburg, Germany .b) R. Hernández, M. Valdés, 
O. Véliz: Rural puzzle, Chile,  <atelier-ad.com>

6) Student project: Hållplatsen / Tram stop, Hammarkullen, Chalmers, 2010 a) AiA Architects: University Library, USA  b) Ecker 
Architekten: Community center, Zimmern, Germany

8) J. Bocquet / Decalog: Cité de l’eau, Lyon, 2008, <decalog-grenoble.eu> a) Landskab: Dan Turélls square, Vangede, Denmark, <1til1landskab.dk>, b) Soliled: Underpass, 
Krefeld <soliled.com>, c) White Akitekter: Norra Biskopsgården, Göteborg, <white.se> 

b) St-art:  Living library, Strasbourg, 2012 (photograph: J-M 
Loos) c) Karres en Brands: Amsterdamse Poort, Amsterdam, 
<karresenbrands.nl>, d) Exhibition play, Manes, Prague, 2011, <ncvu.cz> 

a) Kronan sculpture park, Luleå, Sweden 2012 

Rice+Lipka Architects: Teen Center, Hamilton, USA, <ricelipka.com>

a) Student project: Lärandets torg, Hammarkullen, Chalmers, 
2012, b) R. Rogers, R. Piano: Centre Georges Pompidou

LÄRANDETS TORG VISION

D E TA I L E D  P L A N  &  R E F E R E N C E S
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HANGING BOXES



ON THE SIDE...



CONCLUSION

First of all, we want to thank all of the people we had the chance to meet during this project for their time and 
for their kindness.

This project was interesting because it allowed us to understand the problems faced today in the Swedish 
suburbs. We were glad to work on a project oriented towards the common good that mobilized all the local 
actors to develop a common project. Even though it is difficult, the only way to improve Hammarkullen is by 
working together and develop a collective thinking. We produced an ambitious proposal based on this reality that, 
according to us, the Lärandets torg vision, as a network, is able to trigger a positive evolution. The creativity, the 
cultural wealth and the strong sense of community lying in Hammarkullen have to be highlighted and valued to 
reach such a vision.

Over the last months, we faced several challenges such as the language barrier (because none of us spoke 
Swedish) and the tiredness expressed by some of the stakeholders involved regarding the long-term process 
that is urban planning. For instance, we planned a co-design workshop with professionnals (local associations, 
municipal housing companies, researchers from the center for urban studies) that we sadly had to cancel due to 
the lack of participants. Even though this process was sometimes frustrating, we still had the chance to meet a 
lot of associations and professionals who helped us understand the urban and social context and thus make such 
an ambitious proposal.  Negotiations and compromising provided us with much more experience than a typical 
student project. Arranging meetings and workshops with stakeholders showed us that public participation is an 
unpredictable issue. 

We deeply hope that the stakeholders will appropriate our work and that it will be as helpful as we intented it to 
be. Finally, we hope that the municipality will invest in Hammarkullen in a project like this one to trigger a positive 
dynamic. 
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